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Strange Stars is a far-future space opera setting where Earth is only a legend and humanity’s 
myriad descendants and creations have spread throughout the galaxy. It’s a setting of classic 
space opera adventure like the works of E. C. Tubb or Jack Vance updated with elements of 
modern transhuman science fiction as written by Alastair Reynolds or Hannu Rajaneimi and 
presented with the visual aesthetics of ‘70s sci-fi films and comic books.

In 30 pages, this book is an introduction to the setting, not an exhaustive treatment. It’s also 
structured differently than a lot of role-playing setting books, owing more to things like the 
Galactic Encounters series and any number of reference works for popular sci-fi franchises. 
It takes more of a “bottom-up” approach — focusing on characters and interesting details, 
building the wider world by implication — rather than a “top-down” approach of giving the 
big picture and then painting in the details. It’s vague in some ways but vague to a purpose. 
Hopefully it will inspire you to create your own version of the setting rather than to establish 
a canon. It’s meant to provide the imagination fuel — and the freedom — that watching Star 
Wars did when the world beyond the film consisted only of evocative details like “the Clone 
Wars” or “the Spice Mines of Kessel.”

This book is also systemless and (with the exception of this introduction and the credits) 
written from an “in-world” perspective, so it can be used as a resource for players at the gaming 
table. Future releases will give rules for adapting the setting to a couple of different game 
systems and more coverage on some setting elements that may seem obscure here. There is 
also a short glossary and pronunciation guide on page 29 of this book.

More information about the setting can be found at the “Strange Stars Index” on the Sorcerer’s 
Skull blog (www.sorcerersskull.blogspot.com/p/the-strange-stars.html). One post also in-
cludes a list of inspirations and influences.
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STRANGE STARS

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

LOST AGES

The history of paleo-humanity’s rise on the fabled world of 
Old Earth, its dispersal across the stars, and its cladization 
into a myriad of forms is fragmentary at best — the result 
of societal collapse, transcendence events, data storage 
format wars, and outright censorship. Even Old Earth’s ex-
act location is uncertain.

THE ARCHAIC OIKUMENE

The Archaics rose with the aid of knowledge recovered from 
the ruins of the past. They built floating, crystalline cities, 
constructed the hyperspace travel network (even connect-
ing the noospheres of their core worlds with superluminal 
relays), and engaged in planetary-scale engineering. Theirs 
was an age when a noble might rule an entire world pop-
ulated by her clones and sophont warships fought grand 
battles for audiences in telepresence.

Something happened — something called the Great Col-
lapse. Galactic civilization fractured into individual worlds, 
and some of those worlds slid back into savagery. Much of 
the available historical record of this time appears to have 
been deliberately altered to obscure events. The time sep-
arating the Great Collapse from the present isn’t entirely 
clear, but may it be 1,000 standard years or more.

A ZURR AND A
FACELESS ONE

THE DAYS OF OLD EARTH THE PRELAPSARIAN AGE

THE FOUR EPOCHS OF HUMAN SPACE:
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STRANGE STARS

THE DARK AGE

In the time following the Great 
Collapse, systems were largely 
isolated, and mysterious cul-
tures rose and fell in what was 
once the core of human space. 

The zurr are known from their 
iconography, some ritual sites 
with oddly angled monumental 
structures, and a few apparent-
ly functionless artifacts. They 
left no information technology 
or tools necessary for an ad-
vanced civilization behind, but 
their presence is attested on 
multiple worlds.

The Faceless Ones were a cabal 
of research-sadists who replaced 
their faces with featureless me-
tallic masks that were actually 
incredibly powerful sensory and 
recording apparatus. Their goal 
was the exploration of the ex-
tremes of sensation, and they 
sought to archive all they could 
about their depraved experi-
ments on those who fell into 
their hands.

THE RADIANT POLITY

The Radiant Polity directly ruled 
only a few worlds or habitats, 
but it claimed ultimate guard-
ianship over the future of the 
entire human-descended tribe. 

Through control of hyperspace 
network access, the Polity ef-
fectively controlled interstellar 
trade and influenced planetary 
governments. Membership in 
the Polity was ostensibly volun-
tary, yet each of its psyberneti-
cally enhanced lords wielded ab-
solute power, checked only by 
other lords. Their mantra was: 
“We civilize; we do not govern. 
We end war; we do not wage 
it. We guard; we do not control. 
Our thoughts look always to the 
future.”

The Polity prohibited the export 
of certain memeplexes between 
cultures, but this effort failed, 
and it was torn asunder by me-
metic conflict. The Instrumen-
tality of Aom was born out of 
this struggle.

JISASA
PANC-ASHASH,
RADIANT LORD

THE LONG NIGHT THE MODERN AGE

“WE CIVILIZE; WE DO NOT GOVERN.” – THE RADIANT LORDS
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STRANGE STARS

CATEGORIES OF SOPHONTS

THE TRILLIONS OF SOPHONTS in known space can be grouped into one of three types or categories on a mor-
phological basis: infosophonts, moravecs, and biologics. The divide between these categories is not always 
clear: Many infosophonts are copies of biologic minds or descendants of copies; artificial neural networks can be 
placed in biologic bodies as easily as inorganic ones.

Dueling pistol fires a 
nanomissile barrage and 

countermeasures

Light armor is allowed 
in most jurisdictions 

LINCOLN-5
  Lawyer and judicial duelist

On some miniarchist habitats, individuals 
are given broad latitude in the settling of 
disputes arising from extracontractual is-
sues, and so dueling is in vogue. Lincoln-5 
Rhadamanthus-beta-27 practices in the 
megapolis of Interzone on the orbital ring 
Circus. As befits a member of the moravec 
lineage whose template is an embodied 
partial copy of the famed legal mind, Rha-
damanthus, Lincoln-5 is as adept in the 
courtroom as xe is with xir dueling pistol.

Skull-like visage
intimidates dueling

opponents but is
reconfigurable for

 jury trials

“FIRING SOLUTION COMPUTED. 
IF IT PLEASES THE COURT,

I WILL DELIVER MY CLOSING 
ARGUMENT.”

Ambidexterity is
an advantage for

a duelist
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STRANGE STARS

BIOLOGICS

Examples: Paleo-humanity, the Star Folk bioships 
Biologics include the descendants of organisms that evolved naturally (either on Old Earth 
or some other world), created organisms, and bioroids (biologic androids). 

MORAVECS

Examples: The warrior-poets of Eridanus, Telosian moravec-supremacists 
Moravecs (their name is derived from the surname of an Old Earth scientist-prophet) are 
self-replicating, sapient robots. 

INFOSOPHONTS

Examples: the Wanderers, the Wise Minds of Interzone
Infosophonts (sometimes called ai) are digital minds independent of physical form. Some 
choose to live entirely in the noosphere, while others wear one or more bodies.

BIOLOGIC HUMANITY

Most known naturally evolved biologics 
are members of subfamily Homininae, 
though there are also uplifts and splices 
that contain genetic material from other 
(mostly Terran) species. There are so-
phonts that may be exobiologics but giv-
en the gaps in the historical record, this is 
difficult to ascertain definitively.

The human-descended biologics super-
ficially resemble humans from centuries 
past, aside from a few cosmetic differ-
ences like skin color. The terms “baseline” 
and “near baseline” are sometimes used 
for members of this group that closely 
follow the genetics and appearance of 
ancient humans, though these terms are 
obviously imprecise. Beneath the sur-
face, there are numerous small genetic 
tweaks and ubiquitous minor cybernetic 
enhancements. These vary from culture 
to culture.

Famed Smaragdine synthasthete 
Lamorak Ultra and his hyehoon body-

guard Rukh Ysola Arawi are both broadly 
human on the genetic level.
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STARSHIPS AND TRAVEL

SPACECRAFT VARY in appearance and use, but most of their systems are fairly standardized. Some of this simi-
larity is due to trade between cultures, but there is another reason. The level of technology across the known 
galaxy is lower than in ages past; many ships currently in use are the products of previous civilizations or at least 
built from parts scavenged from ancient vessels.

STELLA STARLIGHT
Starship Captain

Motherless Child’s transponder iden-
tifies her as a freighter registered in 
High Lonesome, but Stella Starlight 
and her ship are most often found 
docked in Interzone’s low port on Cir-
cus. Starlight’s got a reputation for 
toughness and a willingness to take on 
dangerous cargoes. She’s also known 
to have a soft spot for hard-luck cases 
and a strong sense of justice, even 
when there’s no profit in it.

Stylish but functional 
clothing can go from the 
ship’s bridge to an Inter-

zone nightclub

Fashionable bracer 
computer is a signal relay 

and storage backup for 
her implants

Low slung holster with 
slug pistol loaded with 

configurable smart ammo

“SHE’S FAST ENOUGH FOR 
YOU. WHAT’S THE CARGO?”

ANCIENT STARSHIPS

The salvager holy grail would be one 
of the twelve great battleships of 
the Archaic Oikumene, vessels the 
size of cities with sophont minds. 
Some of these great ships (like Ter-
rible Swift Sword and Leviathan 
Smiles) are known to have been de-
stroyed. Others (like Achilles’ Last 
Stand, Fearful Symmetry, and Con-
spiracy of Ravens) have disappeared 
completely from history, possibly re-
structuring themselves into vessels 
of different types.

SALVAGE

The salvage of ancient derelicts or 
wrecks is an important (and lucra-
tive) activity. Gravity generators and 
inertial suppressors are only two of 
the technologies many civilizations 
can exploit but can’t manufacture 
themselves. Intact data systems 
are a particularly spectacular find. 
There is always the hope of engi-
neering files executable in modern 
nanofactories.
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